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Begin with the end in mind
An Electronically Stored Information (ESI) Protocol is a negotiated agreement between parties in litigation that
governs how relevant electronic documents will be identified, preserved, collected, processed, reviewed, and
produced to the opposing party

•
•
•
•
•

FRCP 1: “Just, Speedy, Inexpensive”
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Supervise the Process: J. Scheindlin
Local rules: Some jurisdictions require affidavit of technical competence
Judges have ruled against attorneys for lack awareness of rules and procedure

• FRCP 26(f) CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES; PLANNING FOR DISCOVERY.
• (1) Conference Timing. Except in a proceeding exempted from initial disclosure under Rule 26(a)(1)(B) or when the court orders otherwise,
the parties must confer as soon as practicable…
• (2) Conference Content; Parties’ Responsibilities
•

(B) the subjects on which discovery may be needed…

•

(C) any issues about disclosure, discovery, or preservation of electronically stored information, including the form or forms in which it should be produced

The Federalist Experiment Suggests …
• With updates and precedent guiding matters forward since 1938, United
States Federal Courts use the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) as
the applicable rules.
• Thankfully, these have been regularly and substantially amended to
address new technologies, sources of evidences, and methods of
discovery
• States may determine their own rules - which apply in only in those state
courts.
• Currently, 35 of the 50 states have adopted rules that are based on the
FRCP to varying degrees … Your Mileage May Vary

… while Encouraging 50 Distinct Experiments
• Ohio – Parties shall confer …
• New Jersey – parties are encouraged to meet and confer
• Pennsylvania – there is no equivalent to FRCP 26(f) … treatment of
such issues is to be determined by traditional principles of
proportionality - such meetings are unnecessary - encourage litigants
to have informal discovery meetings to work out issues
• Florida – No requirement for an early “meet and confer” type
conference regarding eDiscovery … your litigation, your choice
• Louisiana – No early requirements, but substantial civil rules to guide

New Jersey
N.J. Ct. R. 4:18-Production of Documents, Electronically Stored Information,
and Things and Entry Upon Land for Inspection and Other Purposes; PreLitigation Discovery
In New Jersey the “meet and confer” language appears only in the Official
Comment to the Rule:
Litigants and lawyers should be aware that metadata may be present in
electronic documents produced in discovery. Parties are encouraged to meet
and confer about the format in which they will produce electronic
documents.

Ohio
Ohio Civil Rule 26 (F)
(F) Conference of the Parties; Planning for Discovery.
• (1)Conference Timing. Except those matters excepted under Civ. R. 1(C), or
when the court orders otherwise, the attorneys and unrepresented
parties shall confer as soon as practicable
• (2)Conference Content; Parties' Responsibilities.
• must consider the nature and basis of their claims and defenses
• (3)Discovery Plan.
• (d) any issues about disclosure, discovery, or preservation of electronically
stored information, including the form or forms in which it should be produced;

Pennsylvania
Though the term ‘‘electronically stored information’’ is used in these rules, there is
no intent to incorporate the federal jurisprudence surrounding the discovery of
electronically stored information. The treatment of such issues is to be determined
by traditional principles of proportionality under Pennsylvania law.
- Explanatory Comment - Electronically Stored Information, Pennsylvania Rules of Civil
Procedure, Title 231, Chapter 4000, Rule 4009

The rules do not contain any equivalent of Federal Rule 26(f), the meet-and-confer
requirement before commencing discovery. The Pennsylvania committee felt that
such meetings are unnecessary and may be a waste of time, although the
committee does encourage litigants to have informal discovery meetings to work
out issues

Florida and Louisiana
• While Florida has adopted rules specifically addressing electronic discovery,
they do not include a mandatory “meet and confer”
• Louisiana was an early adopter of the FRCP standard …
• The Louisiana legislature adopted limited revisions to the Code of Civil
Procedure incorporating eDiscovery provisions comparable to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure amendments. Louisiana also amended several civil
rules to address electronically stored information. These amendments are
effective beginning January 1, 2009.
• Art. 1424, Art. 1425, Art. 1460, Art. 1461, Art. 1462, CCP 1354, CCP 1471, CCP 1551.

Courts do not seek surprises …
• 26 (f) (2) Conference Content; Parties’ Responsibilities. In conferring,
the parties must consider the nature and basis of their claims and
defenses and the possibilities for promptly settling or resolving the
case; make or arrange for the disclosures required by Rule 26(a)(1);
discuss any issues about preserving discoverable information;
and develop a proposed discovery plan. The attorneys of record and
all unrepresented parties that have appeared in the case are jointly
responsible for arranging the conference, for attempting in good
faith to agree on the proposed discovery plan, and for submitting to
the court within 14 days after the conference a written report
outlining the plan. The court may order the parties or attorneys to
attend the conference in person.

Defining Scope of Production
• Regardless of a federal or state mandate for a “meet and confer”, best
practices demand investigation into your client data to determine the
scope of production.
• eDiscovery tools make this process more effective and efficient:
•
•
•
•

Keyword searching
Keyword analysis
Who to Whom email analysis
Date histogram

• Content Over Media

• Most important thing is to agree about what information is there. The technical
format should be fairly standard and we would consider a part of the duty of
technical competence. These obligations need to be understood to the extent that
both parties can fulfill production obligations in a reasonable manner.

The Meet and Confer
• Goal is to facilitate and/or reasonably limit discovery
• Come with an understanding of your client’s data universe
• Be ready to have an open discussion about:
Claims and defenses in the case
What ESI exists
Who the custodians are
The scope of the ESI to be preserved… on both sides (time frame, types, sources)
Preservation and production formats
Strategies to reasonably and proportionally reduce cost and burden (prioritization / ranking, targeted requests, targeted
preservation)
• Reasonably foreseeable preservation issues
• Inadvertent production of privileged information
• Privilege basis categorization and waiver issues
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Participate in good faith … Cooperation and zealous advocacy can coexist
• Failure to cooperate raises litigation costs and could create grounds for sanctions

Negotiating ESI Protocol Agreements
• Civil Disputes
•
•
•
•
•

Formal Federal Agreement Formats
State level – Email can be Sufficient
Discovery Order may not be Required
Good Faith Roadmap is informed by the Data and Facts in Dispute
Arbitration at all levels will increase Flexibility

• For Criminal Defense and Agency Requests

• You may be the recipient of diverse and inconsistent material across multiple
agencies. Options …
• Subpoena and Document Request Standards DoJ, SEC, State Attorneys may be
boilerplate. You can still Manage Time and Expense …

Form of Production
Rule 34.
Producing Documents, Electronically Stored Information, and Tangible Things, or Entering onto Land, for Inspection and Other Purposes
(a) IN GENERAL. A party may serve on any other party a request within the scope of Rule 26(b):
(1) to produce and permit the requesting party or its representative to inspect, copy, test, or sample the following
items in the responding party’s possession, custody, or control:
(A) any designated documents or electronically stored information—including writings, drawings,
graphs, charts, photographs, sound recordings, images, and other data or data compilations—stored in any medium from which information
can be obtained either directly or, if necessary, after translation by the responding party into a reasonably usable form;
(b) PROCEDURE.
(1)

Contents of the Request. The request:
C) may specify the form or forms in which electronically stored information is to be produced.

(E) Producing the Documents or Electronically Stored Information. Unless otherwise stipulated or ordered by the court, these procedures apply
to producing documents or electronically stored information:
(i) A party must produce documents as they are kept in the usual course of business or must organize and label them to
correspond to the categories in the request;
(ii) If a request does not specify a form for producing electronically stored information, a party must produce it in a form or forms
in which it is ordinarily maintained or in a reasonably usable form or forms; and
(iii) A party need not produce the same electronically stored information in more than one form.

Many state rules on form of production follow FRCP

Form of Production
• ESI exists only in a native electronic format - even where a printed or petrified version may also
have been created
• Native v Image Productions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redaction
Metadata
Load Files
Mixed Formats
Equivalent Access
Utility
Viewability
Do I need a numbered, printed page?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your Response - Native v Imaged

Sometimes
Always
Always, even if it isn’t possible
Never
Maybe
Refuse to Answer

The Response

Same Respones, but in Orange

Objection to Form

TPS Reports

Form of Production – Example no Judgment
• Each Party shall produce each electronic document (or other separate item of ESI that can not be reasonably
converted to static image as Files in Native Electronic Format) as a Bates-stamped, 300 dots per inch (dpi),
PDF or single-page, searchable Group IV TIFF JPG image, along with metadata load files. TIFF files can be
produced in black and white, but if the original is in color, then a JPG file should be produced in color. Color
optimization should apply for PDFs where possible.
• Emails and related attachments should be produced in a manner that maintains the parent-child
relationship, if any.
• All documents are to be provided with per document searchable text (.TXT) files, and such text files shall
contain the full text extraction. If a document is scanned into TIFF format, the text file should contain that
document’s OCR text. These text files and image load files should indicate page breaks to the extent
possible.
• All electronic production, whether in the foregoing format or in native format as described below, should be
made to the receiving party on reasonable media, or portable hard drive, or by sending a link to a secure FTP
site containing the relevant files.
• Unique document control numbers should be applied to each native files, imaged document or individual
page as appropriate
• Documents subject to Protective Order Designation will be produced in a manner that identifies on a
document or page level

Look Before you Leap
• Consider the impact of agreements - whether formal or informal –
fully informed by your client’s content – both data and metadata.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agreed upon Custodians
Keyword Analysis
Email Networks
Key Dates, Cutoff Dates, and Date Distribution
Thread Consolidation
Content Sources (Server, Folder, Geography)
Content Types (Common File types, Client and Matter Specific Formats)
Custody (Cloud and Social Data, Static, Ephemeral)

Date Histogram

Keyword Analysis

Who to Whom email Analysis

Email Thread Visualizer

Content Types

e pluralibus Veris, uno Facto
• Amateurs Argue Tools, Experts Argue Tactics, Masters don’t Argue

• De Facto Technical Standards Exist for the Exchange of Productions.
• Litigation Support Professionals and Vendors most cost effectivity implement
policy decisions and comply with Discovery Orders that are
• Compliant with broad standards
• Tool and technology agnostic
• Cooperation and zealous advocacy can coexist

• A Rose by Any Other Name …

• Many Platforms have nearly identical technical capabilities, but inhabit a
Tower of Babel
• Your Rosetta Stone is a general definition and good faith understanding; allow
the Greeks to Greek and the Geeks to Geek

Metadata Fields – Example no Judgment
To the extent possible, each party will provide the following metadata fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BEGBATES
ENDBATES
ATTRANGE
BEGATTACH
ENDATTACH
PAGECOUNT
CUSTODIAN
TITLE / SUBJECT
THREAD
FROM
TO
CC
BCC
SENT
RECEIVED
AUTHOR
CREATED
MODIFIED
FILEPATH
FILENAME
FILESIZE
FILEEXT
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Creating Formal Production

Examples and Other Bits
• Consider Federal and State
Items

• Protective order agreement Including all allowable
protective orders.
• A Rule 502(d) claw back
agreement will allow privilege
to be upheld in the case that a
privileged document is
produced inadvertently.
• Privilege log specifications,
agree on appropriate
cooperative procedure for
how to claim privilege &
withhold privileged
information

• We can provide Samples after
the Session

The eDiscovery
Checklist
Manifesto
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